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EDITOR'S NOTE
This Issue of CIAB Magazine features an interview with Dr. Tebogo Mashifana, an

Entrepreneur, Engineer, Researcher and Senior Lecturer at the University of Johannesburg.

Dr. Tebogo is also the  CEO of  Strategic African Women In Leadership, also known as

SAWIL. She  obtained her Doctoral degree in Civil Engineering  at the age of  30, and  her

MBA  degree at the age of  31. She has published 32 peer reviewed journal articles,

conference papers and book chapters. 

We would also like to announce that ChangeinAfrica Magazine are now being  sponsored  by

BYP Network, an organisation committed to connecting black professionals and bringing 

 opportunities to the black  community.

Editor-in-Chief
H U B E R T  N O M A M I U K O R

hubertn.
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Q: Let’s start with your career
aspirations. Have you always
wanted to be an engineering
academic or did you have a
different career aspiration
growing up?
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MASHIFANA

This was influenced mainly by the lack

of women in this industry. As a student

both at undergraduate and

postgraduate levels, I was taught by

only two women. I, however, knew I

wanted to be in the STEM field from a

young age. By then, a picture of wearing

a lab coat and working with chemicals

fascinated me. I discovered later on that

the career I selected is far more than

just a lab coat and chemicals.

A: Growing up in a small village

without opportunities for career

guidance, I never thought about

being in academia, let alone

thinking that one can have a

career in that sector.
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Q: How much support have you received throughout
your career, and what key challenges did you have to
navigate during this journey?

A: Early on in my career, I received minimal support. For

most of my career, I have had to navigate my way

through many things. It has not always been as great as it

looks from a distance. What people see on the outside

are the results of so many battles I had to fight and win. I

saw the rejections I received throughout my career as

redirections. There was discrimination in one form or

another, and many other things that women in different

industries are exposed to, and fight daily. 

There were so many turning points where I had to go

back to the drawing board and restructure my career

plans and goals. One thing that kept me going, and a

principal I live by, is knowing that no matter the

struggles I am faced with, I fight to be exceptionally

great in everything I do. In due course, your success will

surely be your defense. I am beginning to see the

sacrifices paying out. In the past two to three years, I

have received enormous support from many people.

Suddenly, God directed my path to people who are

willing to carry me and lift me with them.

“One thing that
kept me going,
and a principal
I live by, is
knowing that no
matter the
struggles I am
faced with, I
fight to be
exceptionally
great in
everything I do.
In due course,
your success
will surely be
your defence.” 

Dr. Tebogo
Mashifana



The bigger plan is to manufacture the

products I am currently developing

through research, by beneficiating waste

materials, on a bigger scale, to create

jobs and solve the high unemployment

rate in the continent

Q: In addition to your academic career you
are also an entrepreneur. Have you been
able to balance these two career paths,
and is there any synergy between them?

A: I am not only an Entrepreneur and a

Senior Lecturer, I am also an Engineer by

profession, a researcher, a director in some

organizations, and a founding member of

a Non-Profit Organization. There are two

things common in my career paths, serving

and providing a solution to a problem.

Going back to the question, there is most

definitely some commonality between

these two career paths. Even though it was

not obvious in the beginning, there is a

much clearer alignment now. As a

construction professional and researcher, I

want to translate my research into

businesses that generate value.

Q: What has been the key drivers and influence
behind your illustrious academic journey?

A:I believe the foundation is in serving humanity.

I have made up my mind early in my career to

use my experiences, especially the unpleasant

ones, to give back. I have taken it upon myself to

ensure that young people, especially women and

girls in my environment are empowered. I have

made it my responsibility not to wait for anyone

else to transfer skills and knowledge to others. I

believe in lifting others as I rise, and everything

you see illustrious is founded in that, and is the

results of serving.
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Q: In December 2019 you founded the Dr Tebogo Mashifana & Partners Foundation. We
would like to know its origin story. Why did you create this foundation, what problem is it
trying to address and what impact has it made to date?

A: The foundation was officially founded in 2019, but I have been doing the groundwork for the

past 13 years. The conception of the foundation was influenced by my struggles and how I did not

have mentors when growing up. I believe that there are things others will not have to experience

because I have gone them. The foundation's primary focus is on community upliftment projects

and empowering young people, especially women and girls. The organization's mission is to

develop communities and different societies through education.

Q: What key challenges have you faced running the Dr Tebogo Mashifana & Partners
Foundation, and how have you navigated this?

A: I think within many organizations, including Non-Profit Organizations, funding continues to be

the greatest challenge. When you have the heart to serve and give, you always see opportunities to

give, and this requires resources. I am an individual who believes in doing and waiting for the

conditions to be perfect before I sail the boat. I am funding the organization from my funds, and

whenever I need to reach out to my network for assistance, depending on the nature of the

project, I do so.



A: SAWIL is a vehicle for women leaders, entrepreneurs, and professionals in Africa seeking to

empower women through leadership training, executive coaching, entrepreneurship training,

masterclasses, board training, mentorship, and networking. SAWIL's main objective is to transform

and diversify leadership composition. You can read more about what we stand for and offer on

www.sawil.africa. 

I assumed the role of SAWIL's CEO on the 1st March 2021. Other than being involved in some of the

daily activities, it is also my role to develop and establish the Research and Development

capability of SAWIL in Africa, with a focus on issues affecting women, girls and youths. The plan

and vision that SAWIL has is a magnificent one. Through our initiatives, we want to effectively

contribute towards achieving the Global Sustainable Development Goals by closing the gender

gap, addressing and reducing inequalities through the #SAWILVision2030 in the continent.

A: Yes, I am a Director of a construction company with a good track record of delivering successful

projects in different industries. I am a Director for a company that manufactures building

materials and brick-making machines. I also serve as a Director in an organization with a plan to

manufacture value-added products from readily available waste, generated from different

industries. Our target market involves different people at all levels, individuals, and organizations.
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Q: You were recently appointed CEO of SAWIL. While you have only been in the position for
a month, please tell us what SAWIL does, what your role as CEO entails and what impact
you intend to make at SAWIL?

Q: Are there any other entrepreneurial enterprises you run? If so, please tell us why they
were setup, what their value propositions are, and who their target market is?



A: The challenge of the high unemployment rate and

the high number of unemployed graduates in the

continent is heart wrecking. There is no argument that

education is key. We can go all out and attain various

qualifications and claim that we are educated. It is not

the certificates that matter, but what we do with the

knowledge and skills we have acquired. We need to

begin to evaluate the knowledge we have acquired

through the "education systems" and translate that to

products that will benefit us. The importance of

technical skills cannot be ignored. We cannot all be

researchers, entrepreneurs, employers, and employees. 

The thin line is finding our purpose. When we seek to

align to that, we will begin to see the available

opportunities. There is an urgent need for all of us,

especially graduates, to think outside the box. Things

are not only black and white. What is the grey in

between? That is what may move the continent from

where it is now, to where we need to be. One way is to

start thinking about solving the problems in your

community, as this may trigger innovative and develop

solutions.
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Q: Unemployment is a key problem in Africa, dare I say the world in general. A lot of
academic critics are of the belief that seeking higher education when you are unlikely to
get a job is wrong. They propose that youths should learn trade craft which will help them
become self sufficient and employable. What is your take on this as an academic and
entrepreneur?

“We need to begin to
evaluate the
knowledge we have
acquired through the
"education systems"
and translate that to
products that will
benefit us. The
importance of
technical skills
cannot be ignored.
We cannot all be
researchers,
entrepreneurs,
employers, and
employees. .” 

Dr. Tebogo
Mashifana



A: You may not be where you want to be. You may not have what you want now, but know that

your current situation does not define your future. Not even your past has the power to define your

destination. When it seems like opportunities are not presented to you, go out there and seek

those opportunities. We can decide to be volunteers and serve others while waiting to step into

our perfect seasons. I have served for most of my life, and from my own experiences, my desire to

serve keeps attracting more opportunities for me. We all have something to give. 

With the same knowledge that you have acquired and you are struggling to get employment, you

can begin to transfer those skills to the learners in your community. Transfer the knowledge and

before you know it, you will be stepping into your purpose and living your dream. You may not be

aware of it, but someone is always watching.
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Q: What advice do you have for young women aspiring to become engineers or academics?

Q: We have come to the end of the interview and would like to thank you for taking the
time out to participate in this Q&A session. We wish you the best and hope to have you
back at some point in the future.

A: Thank you, I am truly humbled by this opportunity.

 



WHEN KEEP CALM AND
CARRY ON IS NOT
ENOUGH

FEATURED ARTICLE 
BY NZINGA GRAHAM - SMITH

Article by Nzinga Graham - Smith

Living through the 2nd UK COVID lockdown

continues to cause for many a state of panic and

uncertainty as more companies, industries, and

leaders make further harder decisions including

redundancies, which will cause a further increase in

unemployment and mental health issues.

Industries like fashion, hair and beauty that heavily

employ women will no doubt be making drastic

employment cuts, which will make caring for

children and having a career exponentially more

difficult for women.

Founding Director of 
The ForeverGreen Group 
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It is also coupled with the fact that

women are less likely hired
during UK lockdown.

With yet more pressure placed on

women, especially single mothers

and women from black and ethnic

backgrounds that are on low

incomes who were already

struggling and feeling the pressure

to run their household, feed

themselves and their children.

These women are feeling burnout,

mentally and physically exhausted,

depersonalised, and lacking

motivation or personal success and

are crying for help, (mainly inside)

whilst putting on a brave face. 

You have to wonder, what will be
the long term implications on
children, the future generation,
who will be witnessing these
effects?

•Employee performance criteria have not shifted in most companies, meaning the same

standards set before the pandemic are still in place (Coury et al.).

•The lack of childcare has left 46% of women unable to work and feeling redundant, 72% of

women having to cut hours work hours, and increased helpline calls by 450% (Edmonds et al.).

•Many industries where women are over-represented, like hospitality, are struggling. Women are

twice as likely to lose their jobs (Oppenheim).

•Senior-level women are also 1.5 times more likely than their male counters to think about

reducing their hours or leaving work entirely, citing burnout as the main reason (Coury et al.).

Did you know that:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Where women employees make up 90% of the hair & beauty and fashion industry, the burnout for

those still employed only leads to high sick days off, low turnover, poor performance, job

dissatisfaction, lower commitment, and worst of all, could set women back decades.
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https://www.linkedin.com/posts/linkedin-news-uk_coronavirus-covid19-professionalwomen-activity-6711977162502627328-Shcz/
https://www.linkedin.com/posts/linkedin-news-uk_coronavirus-covid19-professionalwomen-activity-6711977162502627328-Shcz/


6 Burnout Signs to Look
Out For
While patterns for burnout do not

have an easy diagnosis, they are

preventable. This is the time now

for leaders, employees and

communities to have regular

"check-ins" with your neighbours to

see how they are doing and how

you can help, no matter how small.

Sometimes it’s just someone to talk

to. 

Here are 6 signs to look out for:
1.   Not taking care of oneself;

upkeep of the person has changed

2.   Being snappy more frequently.

3.   Negative conversations and

thoughts for the worst

4.   Forgetfulness and frustration

5.   Fatigued and lack of a good

sleep

6.   Unhealthy coping; over drinking,

smoking and eating
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6 Reactive Burnout Strategies
For those women furloughed or working from home an

important thing for team leaders is to show empathy and

allow them to feel free to be themselves first. This will show

that they are being understood and have the support that

they require, even when they do not feel like asking. It will

also improve well-being for teams and the company brand

culture.

1.        Make work sustainable — keep workloads, pace,

practices, and expectations realistic, attainable, and

aligned with peoples' ability and role.

2.        Reset norms around flexibility — many teams have

adopted remote practices or offered flexibility in when and

where people work.

3.        Adjust performance expectations — challenging work

can keep teams engaged, but unattainable goals degrade

employees. Think about adopting practices for regular

performance reviews as well as flexible expectations.

4.        Minimise gender bias — treat everyone fairly; think

about using gender bias training and best practices that

take an empathetic stance toward all cases.

5.        Support employees — addressing health and

wellness, both mental and physical, will keep the

workforce moving in the right direction.

6.        Enhance communication — ensure that people do

not get or feel isolated; use technologies to help teams

keep in touch and constant contact.



If you’re an Executive or team leader in hair & beauty, health & wellness,

fashion please share ways you are boosting the morale of your women

employees.

You can follow Nzinga on Linkedin: Specialises in giving a daily dose
of an 'Aspirational Style of Living' for women all over the world to
feel, look and be her best, while allowing those who want it, to
grow in their business ventures to build her own legacy."

This article was originally published on Linkedin.
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https://www.linkedin.com/in/queenofthecrop/?miniProfileUrn=urn%3Ali%3Afs_miniProfile%3AACoAAAKZOaEBY3H6R2QugIL9nM1UdnGUIWfHu-Q
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/when-keep-calm-carry-enough-nzinga-graham-smith/





